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NEXT MEETING.
Tuesday, 28th April, 1981, at 8.00 p.m.

WHEN
WHERE

:

SUBJECT :

St. Matthews Hall, Bridge Street, Kensington.
Mr Rex Thompson will speak on 'The tissue culture of orchids.'
This is certain to be a very interesting topic and. was well
received at the South Australian Orchid Workshop 1980.
Also the plant display with commentary, raffle, trading table
and our well stocked library.

Please bring along any Native 0.2chia plants yell may have in bloom.

FTELD TRIPS.
Hindmarsh Falls and Knott Hill, Saturday, 25th April.
(see previous Journal).
Please note.

The date for the Alligator Gor;e trip has been changed to
the 19-20th September as the previously announced date
clashed with the S.G.A.P. Show.

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW PUB.
It was determined that they should remain as befeee-e in.
Single

$4.00

Family

$6,00

5035
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LAST MEETING .
A good part of the meeting was taken up by the official business (A.G.M. etc.)
somneeessar:y for the smooth operation of our Society. Ex President Peter
Hornsby stepped down from the committee to concentrate on his study of the
behaviour of the Yellow-footed Rock Wallaby in the North Flinders Ranges,
sponsored by the Wildlife Conservation Fund and partly sponsored by Santos.
We wish him every success.
The remainder of the evening was enjoyed viewing "The Ron and Roy Show", a
wonderful array of slides with cohmentery on terrestrial orchids from many
parts of Australia.

11LUI Ug .tLM'alookliET111LIr.M .
Epiphytes.

Commentary

Reg Shooter

This month was not much improved on the last with few plants benched but this
should improve soon particularly amongst the terrestrials. However, amongst
the epiphytes we saw on its original host a lovely Den. schne.idera2 and from
Monophyllaea e Den-_moa2lullum, a large specimen intersperthe same section
sed with pyrriosa fern species. Three pots of Sarc_ochilus2eciliae, one large
specimen with lots of flaers. One Den ba.gibbum var superbuM, Den. mortis
starting some healthy new roots and psn...._ueciosumsraonum (Den, Hilda
Faxon).
Terrestrials.

Commentary

George Nieuwenhoven

Some unusual plants for this time of the year were present. A rather late
fpj.ranthes sirlensjs with one spike still in bloom. A pot of Thmitra carnea
var rubra seedling& planted out from a flask. Pterostylts pedunculata also
from a flask, both pots looked very healthy, nice work that and from the same
owner two seedling plants of 2Lzri.s punctata var alba violaoea. We hope to
see the last one in flower in a couple of years time. One of our early flowering orchids, Brioohilus cupullatus with several flowering plants in one pot,
the owner confessed to 4elag it a bit of water once
a lovely Pt. revoluta
a week in Summer which certainly paid dividends, and two of our midget Prasophyllums, Pr. virile from Queensland and the local praso.phyllum niEriaam,
these two do not neea early rain to come up through the coil.

POPULAR VOTE.

Epiphytes.
Sarcochilus ceciliae

D. Wells

Terrestrials.
-so
Pterostylia revoluta

Dr. Fuller

Ple-torrhiza t ridentata
Pterosly.is nutans

J. Edwards
Y. Buraett

RAFFLE.

APPOINTMENTS.
Les Nesbitt ham been appointed as Registrar of judges.
Welcome back co the Comm!-! tee Le
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EDITORIAL

George Nieuwenhoven

As you no doubt will have noticed over the last four years our Journal has
been of a very high standard indeed, filled with many excellent articles by
writers whom willingly give their time and talents freely, edited by Les
Nesbitt and we hope to keep this standard up, as time goes on. If one looks
back through previous issues it soon becomes clear many of the articles have
been written by the same people and I am sure they will continue to provide
us with more of the
I would like to see many more people become involve
ea in this sharing of i ".rmaticn and expertise as that is what is really is
all about of cou: se, this way we can learn more from-each other and become
better at what we are doing, cowing orohid.s. So if you have ever felt the
urge to write something down on paper please do it now and let us-know how
you grow your favorite plant so well [ perhaps you went on an interstate or
local holiday and saw something interesting (orchids of course) let us know.
We can always polish up the article a bit if necessary. _Vho knows you may
even grow to like the experience and become one of our regulars. Hoping for
an avlaanche of manuscripts.
P.S. This includes interstate and overseas subscribers.

SEED BANK.

Don Wells

Thie year the Committee decided to place a email charge for
50 c for each 3 varietiet .

seeds,

this being

Seeds, this year, are in very short supply so a first c o me, first - servedbasis
must apply.
The following lists seeds ' available at present:
Pterostylis nutans, biaeta, vittata..
Diuris longi.folia

Prasopnyllumelatum, a1p^.num.
Caladenia dilat^,tri, (mallee), msl 1
Thelymatra

^°aaria uaLa,

olmesii, . longifolia

Cyrabid.ium canaliculatum, madidum.
Dendrobium . linguif orme
Phaius tancarvilliae...
Sarcoclilus ceciliae
Apply in writing . to.-

D. 'sells,
85 Pitman Road,
WINDSOR G"iRDENS S.A. 5087
:.s stamp or postal note, cheque
enclosing a stamped addressed envelo e:
etc. payable to R.O.S.S.A., to the value of see:, required.

TUBIR BANK CUSTOMERS
It has been rc3or°ted that some tubers supp'ii :>d ;co mo may not be true to
label. If this ha.
'Ir.ea please eece't nv ?:apology and notify me,-every
endea;oar will be made to rectify the si.tuati er:.
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POLLINATION OF ORCHIDS.

Part 11. (Prasophyllum)

R. Bates.

The genus Prasophyllum has been divided into two sections or sub-genera on the
basis of lahellum attachment. Those species with articulate labella belong to
the section Micranthum, those with inarticulate labella are in the section
Euprasophyllum (Rupp 1943, 1949).
The section Micranthum species are smaller and are referred to as "miniature
prasophyllums" and flower from January to June.
Apart from a few autogamous epeoies they are pollinated by tiny flies of the
family pAla2rgpidae. Garnet (19eJ) describes in detail the pollination of P.
axeheri and despectans by these insects.
The tiny flies are attracted by exudates Item elongate. glands on the labellum
of the orchids. These nectar secreting glanCo and the callus plate of the
labellum guide the insect into position above the column. (The flies must
actually crawl in upside dawn). The weight of the fly pulls the labellum down
until the fly contacts the viscid disk to which the pollinia are attached....
"the short bristles on the thorax of the fly project backward and rupture the
membrane covering the viscid disk. The fluid exudes and when the fly after 2
minutes backs out, the pollinia are firmly attached".
(Garnet). This is
well illustrated by Garnet.
Cady and Rotherham (1970) show an excellent photo of afly emerging from P.
archeri with pollinia attached.
From my own observations and the work of Garnet and also Jones (1970) it appears that the pollinating flies are not "species specific", one fly may visit
several different Prasophyllum species and conversely one Prasophyllum plant
may be visited by several species Mf fly (some more or less effective than
others). This could be expected to result in hybrids and Weber Pt Bates (1979)
discuss the occurrence of possible P. aroheri x despectans , in S.A.
Flies involved include those of the genera.Oscinoma, Conioscinella and Caviceps. The-pollen vectors of species in the Euprasophyllum or spring and summer flowering prasophylls are not flies but warps.
In the past Rogers (1909) and others have described how beetles ) flies, moths
and other insects roam freely over Pr4AgRhyllum flower spikes and Rogers suggested that these may have effected pollination. Recent evidence (Nash pers.
comm.) and my own observations show that these random wanderings rarely involve the transfer of pbllinia. The much more purposeful visits by wasps do
produce effective pollination.
From my own obseivation of the pollination of P. elatum, frenchii, australe,
hartii and others, wasps (generally rapid flying male thynnid weeps) land on
the end of the labellum and crawl quickly along its surface guided by the
callus plate and secretions. (They are upside down to achieve this on the
"inverted" flowers). The head of the wasp contacts the sticky viscid disk and
even if the wasp's visit is exceedingly brief this is glued to the insect. The
pollinia are attached by a strap like caudicle which curls as it dries so that
the pollinia, at first above the wasp's head -re soon projected in front of it
so that they may easily contact the stigma of a flower visited later. (This
rotation of the caudicle is slow enough to ensure that the wasp will have moved to another plant before this occers thus effecting cross pollination).
The wasps move quickly from flower to flower and soon collect a large number
of pollinia. They are very efficient pollen vectors and often begin at the
lowest flower and work their ;lay up the spike.
everel waspo may be seen working a single plant so that the stigma of one flower me7 be dusted with poll from most of the plants about. for these reasons every flower on every pla
in a particular population may produce seed.
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Pollination of orchids.

(continued)

Rogers (1913) described the rotation of pnllinia to effect self pollination
of his P. gracile, but by observation of plants in the area Rogers worked
show this to be the exception.
I have also observed native bees working on Prasophyllurns,id although they
occasionally collect pollinia; they seldom transfer it effectively.
In November 1980 I collected 6 different
species of wasp which were acting as pollen vectors in a single polymorphic population of P. frenchii, yet not one wasp
was seen to visit any of the numerous,
highly fragrant P. patens which were
flowering intermingled with the P. frenchii.
There must have been some barrier but I
was unable to decide what this might have
been.
Few of the Eu-prasophylla are self pollinated but P. goldsackii is one exception.
There is very little to suggest that pherohormones are emitted by either section of
Thy lnid wasp emerging from P.
the Prasophylla, to attract insects (other
fuscum flower with,.pollnia.
than the predominance of male insects acting as pollen vectors). The main attractions are probably nectar and perfume, with lesser attraction from flower shape and colour and possibly the
fibrillating labella of some miniature prasophylls.
References:e
1. Cady & Rotherham "Australian Native Orchids in Colour",
Plates 29-34, Sydney (1970).
2. Edith Coleman, "Pollination of Orchids - genus Prasophyllum"
in Vic.Naturalist. (Jan. 1933).
3. J. Ros Garnet in Vic. Naturalist 56.191-196. (April 1940).
4. D.L. Jones in Orchadian, 3(9 103. (July 1970).
5. R.S. Rogers "A Critical Review of Senile Anat. Prasophylla....'
in Trans. Roy. Soo. S. Aust. 33:197-222. (1969).
R.S. Rogers "Pollination in Certain Au.st. Orchids" (P. gracile)
in Trans. Roy. Soo.S. Asst. 36,54-55. (1913).
7. H.M.R.Rupp in Free. Linnean Soc. N.S.W. (Dec. 1943).
8. J.Z. Weber & R. Bates "A Putative Hybrid between P..archeri an&
P. (iesPeotans" in J. Adelaide Bot. Gard. 1.(6)357-360 (1979).
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We are very happy to acknowledge support received by our Society from
Dr. J. Warcup, Waite Agricu.l'.ural Research Institute (University of Adelaide
M. Mark Clements, National. Botanic Gardens, Canberra in donating native
orchid plants and tubers, Mrs Helen Richards and Mr Paul Philip s .A. ?>O.S.
anum k :aloes also to Mr T.C. lee for testing potting
Victoria for Den. ki
soils checking. for 'mytophthora.

ENDANGERED ORCHID SPECIES OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

R. Bates.

In the "Australian Flora in the Endangered Species Convention Cites" (Leigh
& Baden 1979), P.>S. Lavarack lists all the Australian orchids, and. indeed,
to some degree all our orchids are endangered.
In a condensed list appearing in "Australian Plants" Sept. 1980 Leigh & Boden
include only one S.A. orchid as endangered. Curiously this is Corybas d.espectans, the most common and. widespread Corybas in S.A. and one of our best conserved orchids.
A more realistic list is given in the Journal of the Adelaide Botanic Gardens
(Jessop 1977). The orchids listed here are:Caladenia congesta R. Br.
gladiolata R.S. Rogers
ovata R.S. Rogers
rigida R.S. Rogers ( yn. heugelii var rigida)
tutelata R.S. Rogers (hybrid)
Corybas fordhamii Rupp
Mierotis orbicularis R.S. Rogers
Prasophyllum valid= R.S. Rogers (syn. P. fuscum var validum)
Pterostylis cucullata R. Br.
Thelymitra epipactoides F. Mizell
matthewsii Cheesem
truncata Rogers (syn. T. decora)
Recent evidence suggests that Caladenia congesta, Corybas fordhamii and Microtis orbicularisshould be deleted as they are now known to be widespread and
locally common in other States.
The taxonomic status of Thelymitramatthewsii and T. truncata is suspect at
present and if the latter is considered as synonymous with T. decora it should
be removed. Similarly Prasophyllumvalidum is best treated as a form of the
common P. fuscum and could also be deleted.
The value of including named hybrids
C. deformis) is also doubtful.

such

as Caladenia tutelata (Glossodia x

Thislleaves us with Caladenia gladiolata (with only one known population of
greater than 100 plants), C. ovata a plant close to C. leptoehila and until
its discovery in Deep Creek Conservation Park in 1980 thought to be close to
extinction), Caladeniariyida(recent evidence supports the speoific status
of this plant which is endemic to the Adelaide Hills), Pterostyl.s eucullata
(although known from 3 states is definitely rare) and Thelymitraepipactoides
(widespread but rare and poorly conserved in both Vic. and S.A.).
To this list could be added Prasophyllum pallidum, now known only from South
Australia (Mt. Lofty and Flinders Ranges). The only large populations of
this species have been destroyed in the last ten years and most of the remaining ones are outside conservation parks. Prasophyllum goldsackii has no"t; it is conserved only in the
been properly assessed but it seems likely that
Warrenben Conservation Park and possibly Inne3. Prasophyllum hartii, although.
more common than previously thought is not well conserved and could be added.
A number of other suggested additions can be omitted fcr various reasons. These
i-.nrude Caloehilus imberbis: 'this doubtful species is almost certainly a pe1_robertsonii.
oric formC.
of
Diuris fastidiosa and D. palachila, Thelymi:tras irregularis, chasmogama and 'macmillanii should not be included as h, bric_s c,annc be considered
d unless one of the parent species is endangered.
endangere
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Endangered Orchid. Species of South_ izstralia.

(continued) :

Diuris brevifolia (syn. sa:lphurea var. bz:evifolia) has also been suggested but this is quite ^a common species in the Southern Mt. Lofty Ranges and
is well conserved to Flinders Chase and Deep. Creek Conservation Park.
Pterostylis-tenuissima, although restricted in its distribution
occurs in areas of little agricultural value and is reasonably safe
Thels itra mackibbinii is of undetermined status and may be a hybrid
which might or might not occur in S.A.
There are a number of .enas,ugerei species in S.A. which have not yet been names
It is not unlikely that some of these will become extinctbeore they are ever
described properly. A completed, revised list of endangered S.A. orchids wil
appear in a later journal.

PHOTOGRAPHING NATIVE ORCHIDS:

No. 5 of

a

Series.

R.J Markwick,

Bellows.
Last month we discovered how the magnifying power of al.ens could be-increased by inserting devioes of fixed length between the lens and the camera body,
i.e. extension rings. We now turn our attention to a device which provides
for adjustable lengths, i.e. bellows.
Bellows can be used with most lenses to give a wide range of magnifications,
far greater than close-up lenses or extension rings. However, lenses used
for general photography yield images which are sharper in the centre than at
the edges, and the best results come from using macro-lenses specially ,designed to focus up close. Further, ordinary camera-lenses are designed on the
principle that the lens to subject distances will always be far greater than
the lens to film distance. In macro workwhere magnification exceeds 1:1 this
principle breaks down because of the lens extension, but the problem can be
solved by reversing the lens., Adapters are available for this purpose.
Some bellows have the degree of magnification (for a specific lens) marked on
the rails. Others are marked with a set of figures which must be referenced
against a table carrying details for all of the l enses likely to be used.
These markings are an aid to exposure calculation, for unfortunately, when
bellows are used, exposure calculations cannot be directly related to the f
number engraveds on the lens. Much has been written elsewhere concerning thte
problem, and I will not be discussing it, I merely wish to inform the Uninite
iated that the problem exists.
Most bellows do not have provision for automatic diaphragm (aperture) control.
The ones that do are usually operated by a double cable release designed so
that one cable closes the diaphragm just before the other operatee the shutter
release.
Some are equipped with a double track rail, which allows the entire camera ;
bellows/lens assembly to be shifted along the lower track for fine focusing,
without needing to change the magnification setting on the upper track. A
very desirable feature.
Serious close-up photographers consider bel'?..ows to be a vital piece of equipment providing the ultimate in quality and versatility. They are capable of
producing photographs suited to the study of very small morphological detail,
helpful if one hasan interest in taxonomy or simply appreciates the - "er e anc
beauty of the smaller ports of the flower.
Next month:

Macro-lenses.
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DISTRIBUTION OF ORCHIDS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

R. Bates.

There is a general rule in South Australia which says "the greater the mean
annual rainfall of an area the more orchid species will occur there." This
refers of course only to those areas which have not been cleared for farming
and is tempered somewhat by such features as variety of habitats, altitude
and soil types.
The northern limit ofdistribution seems to be the 200 mm isohyet. Between
the 300 and 200 mm isohyets however, orchids can only be found in very isolated locations such as around the base of large rocks, on rocky outcrops and
in areas of stable sand dune formations and generally there are less than 5
species per 100 square km. An exception can be found in the Gawler Ranges
where there is a more extensive area of rocky outcrops.
The greatest density of species can be found in the Mt. Lofty Ranges where a
great variety of habitats, like rocky hilltops, creeksides, swamps and alluvial flats are found in a small area. In such districts over 80 species
have been collected within a single area of 10 square km.
Whether orchids occur in the north of the State in the Musgrave and verard
Ranges is unknown. Rainfall in -these areas exceeds 200 mm per annum but is
not seasonal. Very little botanical work has been done in these regions.

BLOSSOMING DESERT.

(o) 1980

(Reprinted from The Pharmaceutical Journal, (London) November 15th 1980, P.550)
The Editor, The Pharmaceutical; Journal, I.Lambeth High Street, London, SE 19 JN
At the Salford meeting of the British Association this year, the botany sec tion heard an account from Dr R.P. Gemmell, an ecologist of Greater Manchester Council, of the spontaneous appearance of a large population of orchids
on industrial waste tips. The chemical industry had an early start inproducing unsightly and hazardous wastes in the industrial north west of England.,
and the obsolescence of certain processes has led to the abandonment of areas
that were once a hive of activity, together with the by-products which nobody is prepared to use. The once important Leblanc process for manufacturing alkali from salt has left highly alkaline waste tips which offer a .iscouraging aspect to the land reclaimer. Over a period of some 80 years since
a flat topped tip has been left to the mercy of the weather, the upper parts
of the calcium hydroxide dominated soil have been converted into a calcium
carbonate rich medium in which certain calcicole plants can find a footing.
Fragrant orchids (Gymnadenia conopsea), which otherwise occur no nearer Sal ford than the Lancashire coast, have seeded into the area, and have been joined by marsh orchids (Dactylorhiza praetermissa), other orchids, and hybrids.
On another part of the tip where acidic boiler ash has been layered on to the
site, an acidic moorland flora, including the grass.Deschampsia flexuosa, has
arisen beside the calcicole flora. Yet another adjacent area of power station
ash containing calcium carbonate has produced hybrid orchids of unusual size,
on which the encroachment of willow scrub, grasses and. clovers is posing a
future threat.
Viewed as an/experimental plot in which botanists can make serial observa_
tions and observe plant successions, such abandoned deserts have important
amentty value, and can be adapted to the neads of science education and scientific research. Obviously, measures will need to be taken to see that unpTned disturbances are not permitted. there. Vath proper management, the teaching opportunities for both plant and animal ecology will be unrivalled. '

2'9.

Distr ution of Orchid in 'IouthAustralia,.
N.T.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Members are le7inded that subscriptions for 1981 are now due. ,--

Single

$4.00

Family

$ 6.00

PLANT OF THE

MONTH.

LEPORELLA FIMHRIATA.

. Nieuwe h ven.
(Fringe & hare erahi.8.)

It is at this time of the year that. the keen -ai Jni& lcrs
wa11 be looking out
for Leporellafimbriata in the bush. It's unmistakably fringeo. eee'ua.q. labellum and. two long rabbit-ear like petals are its distinguishing featurwi,
standing atop a long slender stem. The plant will produce up to three flee-,0,
Non-flowering plants produce one or two leaves, coloured green with reddish
stripes, the colours are unlike any other orchid plant and even beginners are
not easily confused when it is first discovered by them. It is found mainly
in sandy soils in the Southern Lofty Ranges where is often occurs in abundance
It is one of our orchids which flowers much better after it has been
locally.
stimulated by a fire the previous Summer.

The plant produces its tubers at the end. of fairly long (8 cm) roots. which
radiate out from the stem.
Lei orella fimbriata is not a very good subject for cultivation, it only seems
to survive for a few years before finally succumbing to the inevitable end.
Most success has been had in its favorite sandy soil, the type of pot dos not
seem to make much difference. It is therefore much better to. seek it out le
its habitat.and photograph it than to have.it languishing in misery.

